THE SOUTHEAST:  RUBHA MEALABHAIG AND SGEIRR A MHILL

As my friend Murdo MacKenzie of Snishival has admonished me, there are summer walks and there are winter walks, and I am not always smart enough to know the difference.  About a year ago, I took a summer walk in the winter and almost carried it off.  I would have done, too, but for one mistake.  

My destination was South Uist’s southeast tip:  Rubha Mealabhaig and, just beyond it, the two-pronged Sgeirr a Mhill.  Rubha means promontory, but nobody I know is quite certain what Mealabhaig means, except that its name is incomplete, like the craggy geological oddity that it describes.  As nearly as I can discern, Sgeirr a Mhill means hills made of sea-rock, which is exactly what these are.  They are even more oddly shaped than Mealabhaig.  When I place Rubha Mealabhaig and Sgeirr a Mhill on the island’s southeast tip, I am speaking literally, for one cannot go further, either south or east, without getting wet.  One can also get plenty wet on the way there, as I shall explain.  Neither formation is especially high, but each presents its challenges.  Getting to them can be a challenge too.

I set out from the South Glendale road:  if memory serves, from the fourth house on the right counting south from where the road ends in a turn circle.  The place is easy to spot, for there is a wide parking space by the road and a driveway that leads uphill to the house.  Just past the house is the first of three barbed wire enclosures.  Do not try to skirt them on the right:  that is a good way to get very wet indeed.  Instead, go straight through them.  Each has stiles.  From here, the target is approximately three miles southeast.  Your route will take you inland, parallel to the coast; the Sound of Eriskay will be visible almost every step of the way.  At this point, you cannot yet see either Mealabhaig or Sgeirr a Mhill, because Roineabhal, 201 meters high, blocks your view.

My common sense had not deserted me altogether, for I climbed over Cruachan, a smaller hill, rather than test the sponge-like low ground to its right.  But when I came to Roineabhal, that common sense disappeared:  I decided to walk around it, to the north – in other words, to its left, which turned out to be a very big mistake.  The sea-level terrain in the late autumn is hopelessly boggy, and by the time I figured that out, the only way I could mount Roineabhal without backtracking was by its steep northern slope.  Had I scaled it from the west, the ascent would have been relatively swift and easy, but this was neither.  From the top, I could at last gaze through the distance at the spectacular hatchet-shaped western face of Mealabhaig, but I felt like Moses looking into Canaan:  with limited daylight there was no chance of attaining the promised land – its peak – or of even setting eyes on Sgeirr a Mhill.  I did, however, struggle to Mealabhaig’s base, and climbed it part way, before giving up and returning to South Glendale.  This time I did not try to cheat when I came to Roineabhal, and the passage across it from west to east was gentle.

On my next visit, in March, I had some unfinished business to attend to, so from the same starting point I proceeded southeast again.  Chastened by my previous error, I did not try to skirt Roineabhal, but instead climbed directly over it without any difficulty.  With daylight to spare, I attained both my destinations.  It was worth the wait.  To reach the top of Mealabhaig, one should follow the base due south, almost to the Sound, then turn north, a full 180 degrees, and climb.  The ascent is steep but short, and you will be rewarded with breathtaking views across a valley to Maol na h’Ordaig on the north-eastern side of the peninsula and beyond it, across Lochs Boisdale and Aineort, to the majestic eastern hills:  Kenneth, Triurebheinn, Stulaval, and Mhor.  Reversing direction once again, you can then march back down the slope to the Sgeirr.  The further of the two knobs is shaped like a saddle, and if my wife had seen me scramble up it she would have been thinking eagerly about my life insurance.  I worried some as I worked my way to the edge, but if I’d slipped, at least I’d have died happy.

The total walking time is about three hours in each direction.  My advice, if you go, is to avoid the mistake I made the first time, and stay high and stay dry, and do it in the summer.

Martin Margulies
(Adapted from the newspaper article)


